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GCSE

GCSE Law 5th Edition
Author: Jacqueline Martin
Completely revised and updated to take into account the latest AQA and OCR GCSE 
specifications, as well as all the changes to the law, this popular resource remains essential  
for you and your students.
GCSE Law is also suitable as an introduction to the law for a range of Access, BTEC, HND and ILEX 
courses, as well as vocational, business and public services qualifications.

•  Accessible for all your students, with topics clearly explained throughout by expert author 
Jacqueline Martin

•  Engages your students with interesting activities, full colour diagrams and illustrations

•  Offers detailed exam tips and advice to help your students with their exam preparation

GCSE Law 5th Edition
Student Book 350pp 9781444164039 £22.99

“One of the author’s great strengths is her ability to pitch the content at a 
level that is both clear and understandable for GCSE and Level 2 students.” 

Duncan Bunce, Strode’s College, Egham, Surrey

OCR Law for GCSE
Authors: Chris Turner, Andrew Shepherd, Sue Teal and Craig Beauman
Make teaching the OCR GCSE Law specification easier with this endorsed textbook providing 
activities and examples to support each topic and linking to the assessment requirements 
throughout.
Hodder Education is OCR’s official publishing partner for Law. Written by a highly experienced team 
of authors and examiners, this textbook reflects both the spirit and the style of this qualification. OCR 
Law for GCSE will help you motivate your students and give them every chance of success by placing 
the law in the context of their everyday lives.

•  Covers topics such as the rights and responsibilities of employees, citizens and consumers, and the 
nature of law

•  Activities and examples support each topic

•  Provides advice on, and examples of, the assessment methods used in this qualification

•  Offers excellent preparation for the exam, as the text is linked throughout to assessment 
requirements with plenty of practice exam-style questions

OCR Law for GCSE
Student Book 224pp 9780340984307 £23.99
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A Level Resources for AQA

AQA Law for A2 5th Edition
Authors: Jacqueline Martin and Chris Turner

Editor: Denis Lanser
The most up-to-date AQA A2 Law textbook from the number one A Level Law author.
This engaging and accessible textbook provides complete coverage of the whole AQA A2 
specification. From the leading law author, it is comprehensive, authoritative and updated with 
important changes to the law.

•  Fully updated with the latest changes to criminal, tort and contract law

•  Includes important and interesting cases and scenarios to highlight key points

•  Aids students’ understanding of more difficult concepts with activities and key work summaries 
throughout

•  Helps students prepare for their exams with examination practice, past-paper questions and  
self-test questions

“This book has all the relevant cases you will need and 100s more.You can 
find them easily as there is a separate index for the cases. It also highlights 
many topical issues. It provides both short answer questions and essay 
questions at the end of each chapter, these are an excellent way of revising. 
Excellent book! And an essential for anyone doing A Level Law.” 

Amazon Student Review of previous edition

Dynamic Learning 
Author: Sally Russell
Dynamic Learning is an online subscription solution that supports teachers and students with high 
quality content and unique tools.
AQA Law for A2 Teaching and Learning Resources help you introduce topics and revise with your 
students. Varied activities and worksheets – whole-class, individual, methods-based and topic-based 
– keep your students engaged. Answers to questions in the book plus sample exam questions and 
answers help your students to develop the best answers they can. The resource also includes:

•  Examination tips and feedback help your students to understand where to gain marks and push  
up grades

•  Lesson plans and “key legal changes” guide to save you valuable planning time

•  PowerPoint presentations, video clips and quizzes

AQA Law for A2
Student Book 256pp 9781471807091 £23.99

Dynamic Learning
Teaching and Learning Resources  9781444122824 From £100.00 + VAT

Sign up for a free trial or subscribe at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning
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AQA Law for AS 6th Edition
Authors: Jacqueline Martin and Chris Turner

Editor: Denis Lanser
This fully up-to-date AQA AS Law textbook covers all the necessary topics and includes more 
past papers to prepare your students for the exam. Jacqueline Martin has helped hundreds of 
thousands of students through exams. In this new edition she covers all topics in an easy-to-
understand and interesting way to help your students practise for their exams.
•  Covers all the required topics for your AQA AS Law exams

•  Revised to reflect recent changes in the legal system, in areas such as sentencing, tort of 
negligence and contract law

•  Illustrations, cartoons and activities to help clarify more difficult concepts

AQA Law for A2
Student Book 288pp 9781471850219 £22.99

My Revision Notes: AQA AS Law
Authors: Peter Darwent and Ian Yule
Unlock your students’ full potential with these revision guides which focus on the key content and 
skills they need to know.
With My Revision Notes for AQA Law your students can:

•  Take control of their revision: plan and focus on the areas they need to revise, with advice, 
summaries and exam tips

•  Show they fully understand key topics, by using specific cases to add depth to their knowledge of 
law issues and processes

•  Apply legal terms accurately with the help of definitions and key words on all topics

•  Improve their skills to tackle specific exam questions with the help of self-testing and exam-style 
questions and answers

My Revision Notes: AQA A2 Law: Criminal Law Units 3A 
and 4A and Concepts of Law Unit 4C
Author: Sally Russell
Help your students to structure their revision with a focus on the key content they need to know 
for the A2 Criminal Law options, as well as the Concepts of Law paper.
This title covers:

•  Unit 3A Criminal Law (Offences against the Person)

•  Unit 4A Criminal Law (Offences against the Property)

•  Unit 4C Concepts of Law

My Revision Notes
AQA AS Law 128pp 9781471807152 £10.99

AQA A2 Law: Criminal and Concepts 128pp 9781471807121 £11.99

Provide further on-going student support and ensure your students are up-to-date with the latest changes to 
the law with the A Level Law Review Magazine. See page 12 for more details.

A Level Resources for AQA
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A Level Resources for AQA

AQA AS Law Student Workbooks
Authors: Jacqueline Hankins and David Urquhart
Develop your students’ assessment objective skills with these unit-by-unit, exam board-specific A 
Level Workbooks.
These workbooks give your students a record of their learning all in one place and save you having  
to photocopy piles of worksheets.

For use either in class or for homework, each workbook provides stimulus materials on all of the 
topics followed by exercises that help your students develop the vital assessment objectives  
skills, such as application of knowledge and understanding of legal principles and materials,  
and presentation of logical and coherent legal arguments.

•  Let your students put what they have learned into practice with additional exam-style questions

•  Check and assess students’ responses with answers online at  
www.hodderplus.co.uk/philipallan/workbooks

•  Build knowledge and confidence with unit- and topic-specific exercises

•  Provide you with instant lesson solutions, whether you are a specialist or non-specialist teacher

AQA AS Law
Unit 1: Law Making and the Legal System 48pp 9781444164619

Unit 2: The Concept of Liability 40pp 9781444164626

Single workbooks:    £6 each

Buy 5–9 workbooks together, save 15%   £5.10 each

Buy 10+ workbooks together, save 25%   £4.50 each

AQA AS Law    CD-ROM

Authors: Ian Yule and Peter Darwent
Bolster your students’ understanding with accessible coverage of the subject content.
These textbooks have been carefully structured to meet the needs of your students following the 
latest AQA AS specification. They combine authoritative discussion with coverage of the latest legal 
developments.

•  Aid your students’ comprehension with helpful definitions of key terms

•  Bring your students right up to date with summaries of law reports and recent developments in law

•  Develop your students’ understanding and key skills with engaging exercises and activities in  
each chapter

Online support at www.hodderplus.co.uk/philipallan offers guidance on exam technique and 
provides sample examination-style questions, together with graded answers and detailed 
commentaries.

The detailed Teacher Guide includes answers to all the exercises and questions in the textbook and 
is comprised of a fully photocopiable resource pack plus a CD-ROM version of the content.

AQA AS Law
Student Book 328pp 9781844894246 £25.99

Teacher Guide 88pp  9781844893294 £81.50
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A Level Resources for OCR

OCR Law for AS 3rd Edition
Author: Jacqueline Martin

Editor: Sue Teal
This fully up-to-date OCR AS Law textbook covers all the necessary topics and includes more past 
papers to prepare your students for the exam.
Jacqueline Martin has helped hundreds of thousands of students to pass their law exams. In this new 
edition she covers all topics in a clear and accessible way to help your students learn and practise for 
their exams.

•  Covers all the required topics for your OCR AS Law exams

•  Revised to reflect recent changes in the legal system, in areas such as police powers, sentencing 
and legal aid

•  Illustrations and activities to help clarify more complex concepts

Dynamic Learning
Author: Jaqueline Sparks
Dynamic Learning is a complete digital solution with interactive resources, lesson planning  
tools, self-marking tests, assessment and eTextbooks.
•  The Teaching and Learning Resources include PowerPoint presentations, methods-based  

and topics-based activities (both whole-class and individual), exam questions and answers, 
multiple-choice questions and sample answers to questions in the textbook to help your  
students develop the best answers they can.

•  The Whiteboard eTextbooks are online, interactive version of the Student Books, ideal for 
displaying to your class and lesson planning.

OCR Law
Student Book 320pp 9781444192742 £22.99

Dynamic Learning
OCR Law Dynamic Learning  9781471826467 From £240 + VAT 
This includes Teaching and Learning Resources and two Whiteboard eTextbooks (OCR Law for AS and OCR 
Criminal Law for A2), which are also available separately.

Sign up for a free 30 day trial or subscribe at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning

Find out how you can get your free eTextbooks at www.ocr.org.uk/eBooks
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96    OCR Criminal Law for A2

Lowe (1973)
The defendant was convicted of wilfully 
neglecting his baby son and of his manslaughter. 
The trial judge had directed the jury that if they 
found the defendant guilty of wilful neglect he 
was also guilty of manslaughter. The Court of 
Appeal quashed the conviction for manslaughter 
because a finding of wilful neglect involved 
a failure to act, and this could not support a 
conviction for unlawful act manslaughter.

In many cases the unlawful act will be some kind 
of assault, but any criminal offence can form the 
unlawful act, provided that it involves an act 
which is dangerous in the sense that it is likely 
to cause some injury. Examples of the offences 
which have led to a finding of unlawful act 
manslaughter include:

 ● arson – Goodfellow (1986) (see section 8.1.2)
 ● criminal damage – Newbury and Jones (1976) 

(see section 8.1.4)
 ● burglary – Watson (1989) (see section 8.1.2).

8.1.2 Dangerous act
The unlawful act must be dangerous on an 
objective test. In Church (1966) it was held that it 
must be:

‘such as all sober and reasonable 
people would inevitably recognise 
must subject the other person to, at 
least, the risk of some harm resulting 
therefrom, albeit not serious harm.’

From this, it can be seen that the risk need 
only be of ‘some harm’. The harm need not 
be serious. If a sober and reasonable person 
realises that the unlawful act might cause some 
injury, then this part of the tests for unlawful act 
manslaughter is satisfied. It does not matter that 
the defendant did not realise there was any risk 
of harm to another person. The case of Larkin 
(1943) illustrates both the need for an unlawful 

“
”

Definition
Unlawful act manslaughter

The elements of unlawful act manslaughter are:

● The defendant must do an unlawful act.
● That act must be dangerous on an 

objective test.
● The act must cause the death.
● The defendant must have the required 

mens rea for the unlawful act.

8.1.1 Unlawful act
The death must be caused by an unlawful act. 
The unlawful act must be a criminal offence. 
A civil wrong (tort) is not enough. In Franklin 
(1883) the defendant threw a large box into 
the sea from the West Pier at Brighton. The 
box hit and killed a swimmer. It was held that 
a civil wrong was not enough to create liability 
for unlawful act manslaughter. Another case 
illustrating that there must be a criminal unlawful 
act is Lamb (1967).

Lamb (1967)
Lamb and his friend were fooling around with a 
revolver. They both knew that it was loaded with 
two bullets in a five-chamber cylinder but thought 
that it would not fire unless one of the bullets 
was opposite the barrel. They knew that there 
was no bullet in this position, but did not realise 
that the cylinder turned so that a bullet from the 
next chamber along would be fired. Lamb pointed 
the gun at his friend and pulled the trigger, killing 
him. It was held that the defendant had not done 
an unlawful act. The pointing of the gun at the 
friend was not an assault as the friend did not 
fear any violence from Lamb.

There must be an act. An omission cannot create 
liability for unlawful act manslaughter. This was 
shown by the case of Lowe (1973).

807060.indb   96 16/04/14   6:36 PM

Involuntary manslaughter    97

I’m only
playing

dominoes.

Figure 8.1 

It can be seen that all the elements set by 
Humphries J in the statement in Larkin (1943) are 
present. The defendants in both Larkin and Mitchell 
were guilty of unlawful act manslaughter, despite 
the fact that in each case the person threatened (or 
punched) was not the one who died.

Some harm
It is not necessary for the sober and reasonable 
person to foresee the particular type of harm that 
the victim suffers. It is enough that the sober and 
reasonable person would foresee some harm. 
This was stated in JM and SM (2012).

act and for there to be, on an objective viewpoint, 
the risk of some harm.

Larkin (1943)
D threatened another man with an open cut-
throat razor, in order to frighten him. The 
mistress of the other man tried to intervene and, 
because she was drunk, accidentally fell onto 
the open blade which cut her throat and killed 
her. On appeal, D’s conviction for manslaughter 
was upheld. The act of threatening the other 
man with the razor was a technical assault. (See 
Chapter 9 for explanation of assaults.) It was 
also an act which was dangerous because it was 
likely to injure someone.

Humphries J explained this in the judgment 
when he said:

‘Where the act which a person is engaged 
in performing is unlawful, then, if at the 
same time it is a dangerous act, that is, an 
act which is likely to injure another person, 
and quite inadvertently he causes the death 
of that other person by that act, then he is 
guilty of manslaughter.’

It is clear that the act need not be aimed at the 
victim. This was the situation in Larkin where the 
assault was against the man but the woman dies. 
It is also shown by the case of Mitchell (1983).

Mitchell (1983)
D tried to push his way into a queue at the 
post office. A 72-year-old man told him off for 
this. D then punched the man, causing him to 
stagger backwards into an 89-year-old woman. 
The woman was knocked over and injured, 
and a few days later died of her injuries. D was 
convicted of unlawful act manslaughter. He had 
done an unlawful act by punching the man. This 
act was dangerous as it was an act which was 
likely to injure another person. Finally, the act 
inadvertently caused the death of the woman.

JM and SM (2012)
JM lit a cigarette inside a nightclub and was 
asked to leave. After some pushing, both JM and 
his brother SM left. Later they both returned and 
kicked a fire door. This led to a fight between 
the brothers and doormen. During the fight V, 
one of the doormen, collapsed and died shortly 
afterwards. V died through loss of blood. His 
renal artery had ruptured due to a weakness

807060.indb   97 16/04/14   6:36 PM

OCR Criminal Law for A2 4th Edition
Author: Jacqueline Martin
Editor: Sue Teal
The latest edition of OCR Criminal Law for A2 from number one A Level Law author  
Jacqueline Martin.
This engaging and accessible fourth edition has been fully updated with important changes to the 
law to provide complete coverage of the criminal elements of the OCR A2 Criminal specification.
• Covers recent changes to the law with a fully updated section on voluntary manslaughter
• Offers accessible coverage of key topics with illustrations, cartoons and activities to help explain 

more difficult concepts
• Provides students with self-test questions to check knowledge
• Includes examination practice and past-paper questions throughout
Jacqueline Martin is a former barrister, experienced examiner and leading A Level Law author  
who has helped hundreds of thousands of students through their studies.

Also available 
The Whiteboard eTextbook is an online, interactive version of the Student’s Book, ideal for 
displaying to your class and lesson planning.

OCR Criminal Law
Student’s Book 256pp 9781471807060 £23.99

Dynamic Learning
OCR Law Dynamic Learning   9781471826467 From £240.00 + VAT 
This includes Teaching and Learning Resources and two Whiteboard eTextbooks (OCR Law for AS and OCR 
Criminal Law for A2), which are also available separately.

Sign up for a free 30 day trial or subscribe at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning

A Level Resources for OCR

Find out how you can get your free eTextbooks at www.ocr.org.uk/eBooks

Quotations expose 
students to primary 
sources of legal language 
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A Level Resources for OCR

My Revision Notes for OCR A Level
AS Authors: Andrew Shepherd, Jacqui Sparks and Ann Radford

A2 Authors: Sue Teal and Craig Beauman
Help unlock your students’ full potential with these revision guides which focus on the key content 
and skills they need to know.
With My Revision Notes for OCR Law A Level your students can:

•  Take control of their revision: plan and focus on the areas you need to revise with content 
summaries and commentary from expert authors

•  Show they fully understand key topics by using specific examples of law to add depth to their 
knowledge of legal issues and processes

•  Apply legal terms accurately with the help of definitions and key words on all topics

•  Improve their skills to tackle specific exam questions with self-testing and exam-style questions  
and answers

My Revision Notes for OCR A Level
OCR AS Law 112pp 9781444180534 £10.99

OCR A2 Criminal Law and the Special Study Paper:  112pp 9781444180558 £11.99 Specially designed for G153 and G154

‘Exam summary’ 
boxes provide 
valuable guidance 
throughout

‘Now test yourself’ sections provide 
opportunities for active revision
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A Level

The English Legal System 7th Edition
Author: Jacqueline Martin
Written by former barrister and experienced examiner Jacqueline Martin, this new edition of the 
leading text in its field supports the teaching and learning of intermediate law courses.
Authoritative and reliable, this bestselling textbook is particularly useful for A Level students 
following OCR or WJEC Law, as it covers all the necessary topics and highlights links to these 
specifications. The breadth of coverage further ensures that students can push for the best grades. 
The text also supports a range of other courses, including ILEX, Access to HE, paralegal courses, 
international foundation programme, BTEC in Applied Law, law courses for non-law courses in 
business, accountancy and public services, as well as being an introduction for Foundation Degree 
and LLB programmes.

•  Supports students’ understanding with diagrams, illustrations and key facts charts

•  Aids students with their revision with key terms and a glossary for quick referencing

•  Helps prepare them for their exams with activities and exam advice and tips

“For many lecturers in this area, Jacqueline Martin’s English Legal System is 
considered the gold standard.” 

The International Journal of Legal Education

Dynamic Learning 
Author: Sue Teal
Dynamic Learning is an online subscription solution that supports teachers and students with high 
quality content and unique tools.
The English Legal System Teaching and Learning Resources consist of whole-class and individual 
methods- and topic-based activities that provide the depth of knowledge needed to raise 
attainment.

In addition, resources support you in introducing a topic and later act as a handy revision aid. They 
also include:

•  PowerPoints to get your students thinking and discussing

•  Interactive activities, including ‘drag and drop’ tasks and multiple-choice questions, to help your 
students to consolidate their learning

•  Exam-style questions and answers to help your students prepare for their exams

The English Legal System
Student Book 328pp 9781444183061 £23.99

Dynamic Learning
Teaching and Learning Resources  9781444121018 From £100.00 + VAT 

Sign up for a free 30 day trial or subscribe at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning
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A Level

AS/A2 Student Unit Guides
Authors: Peter Darwent, Jennifer Currer, Jacqueline Hankins and Ian Yule
The best-selling unit guides just got better!
Perfect for revision, these guides explain the unit requirements, summarise the 
content and include specimen questions with graded answers. Each full-colour 
New Edition Student Unit Guide provides all your students need to prepare for 
unit exams so they can:

•  Feel confident they understand the unit: each guide comprehensively covers the unit content and 
includes topic summaries, knowledge check questions and a quick reference index

•  Get to grips with the exam requirements: each guide provides advice throughout, helping students 
to demonstrate the knowledge and skills required

•  Prepare for their exam: exam-style questions with accompanying graded student responses help 
students see what is required

AS/A2 Student Unit Guides
Unit 1 Law Making and the Legal System 112pp 9781444171884 £9.99

Unit 2 The Concept of Liability 80pp 9781444171570 £9.99

Unit 3 Criminal Law and Contract Law  88pp 9781444173734 £9.99

Unit 4 (Sections A & B) Criminal Law and Law of Tort  96pp 9781444172096 £9.99

Unit 4 (Section C) Concepts of Law 80pp 9781444171761 £9.99

Law A-Z Handbook (+ Online) 4th Edition
Authors: Jacqueline Martin and Mary Gibbins

Series Editor: Ian Marcousé
The ultimate course companion for A Level Law, now with key terms at the click of a mouse!
This handbook provides the terms your students need to know for the very best grades. Completely 
updated for the latest AS and A2 specifications, Scottish Highers, the IB and the Pre-U, each 
entry includes a clear definition, an explanation and, where relevant, worked examples and cross 
references to other key terms.

•  Online access plus a desktop widget are included to make searching for terms quicker

•  Written by experienced law professionals and senior examiners

•  Detailed explanations of challenging concepts give your students confidence to tackle assignments

Law A-Z Handbook
Student Book 304pp 9780340991077 £14.99

Complete A-Z Online Subscription
You and your students can have access to all the A-Z Handbooks anytime, anywhere with an 
institutional subscription to A-Z Online. Your institution will have access to all 14 titles in the series: 
Accounting, Biology, Business Studies, Chemistry, Economics, Economics and Business, Geography, 
Health and Social Care, Law, Physical Education, Physics, Politics, Psychology and Sociology

Sign up for a free trial or subscribe at www.philipallan.co.uk/a-zonline

GO ONLINE  TO VIEW  SAMPLE  PAGES
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A Level

Friday Afternoon Law AS/A2 Resource Pack 2nd Edition  
  CD-ROM

Author: Martin Chappell

Series editor: Mark Mitchell
Help your students enjoy lessons and use a variety of learning styles to revise core topics with a 
range of fun and engaging activities. Activities in this photocopiable ring binder plus CD-ROM 
include dominoes, triominoes, bingo, play your cards right, matching exercises and missing words.
•  Fully updated to include the UK Supreme Court

•  Covers the changes to diminished responsibility under the Coroners and Justice Act 2009

•  Includes English legal system, sources of law making and civil law sections

•  Provides evaluation exercises to develop exam technique

Resource Pack
Friday Afternoon Law AS/A2 194pp 9781444135060 £99.99

AS/A2 Law Resource Packs    CD-ROM

Authors: Emma Bradbury and Caroline Rowlands
Dramatically cut your lesson preparation time with these ready-to-use and fully photocopiable 
lessons. Each pack includes PowerPoint versions of the question and answer sheets on CD-ROM. 

The AS/A2 Criminal Law Cases and the AS/A2 Tort Law Cases packs feature information, question and 
answer sheets on 60 criminal and 60 tort law cases, arranged both thematically and alphabetically.

•  Provide interactive teaching schemes for each unit

•  Offer complete flexibility, as teaching plans are self-contained

•  Feature exam-style questions, homework and additional tasks for your students

Resource Packs
AS Law 295pp 9781844897056 £99.99

A2 Criminal Law 295pp 9781844897254 £99.99

AS/A2 Criminal Law Cases 200pp 9780340967997 £99.99

AS/A2 Tort Law Cases 196pp 9780340968000 £99.99

Contract Law/Tort Law 2nd Edition
Author: Chris Turner
These textbooks provide straightforward and authoritative coverage of the subject.
These textbooks are perfect for your OCR and WJEC students and are excellent introductory texts 
for those studying AQA A Level, ILEX, undergraduate and CPE courses.

•  Sections on both legal problem solving and legal essay writing

•  Self-assessment questions, quizzes and other activities

•  Extensive use of case notes separated from the body of the text in shaded boxes

Student Books 
Contract Law  264pp 9780340941614 £23.99 Print on Demand

Tort Law 288pp 9780340941607 £24.99
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A Level Magazine 

A Level Law Review
Editorial Board: Ian Yule (Chairman), Giles Bayliss, Craig Beauman, Peter Blood,  
Andrew Mitchell, Nicholas Price, Sue Teal
Celebrating its 10th year, A Level Law Review provides your students with articles that broaden 
their understanding of law, and keeps them up-to-date with legal changes and how they apply 
these to contemporary issues in society. The magazine is also an excellent classroom resource, 
ensuring teaching is student centred and building the skills students need for higher education. 
•  Key exam topics set legal issues into the context of everyday life 

•  Analysis of landmark cases and law updates can be used in exams 

•  Leading writers explore controversial questions from topical cases for students to debate 

Online Archive
A Level Law Review Online Archive provides a balance of reliable content and easy, 24/7 online 
access, helping students to deepen their subject understanding and improve their research skills at 
their own pace.

You can trial the archive free for 30 days at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/lawreview

A Level Law Review:  Volume 10 2014/15
Institutional subscription 9781471803567 From £27.00 for 1 year*

Order an institutional subscription and add any number of associated subscriptions from £10.00 each

Online Archive 978471800924 From £80.00 for 1 year

*2 year subscriptions are also available for print and online archive subscriptions

Order online at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/magazines or email subscriptions@bookpoint.co.uk.

For more information and to book your place, please visit ww.philipallanupdates.co.uk

Philip Allan Events
Part of the Hodder Education Group, Philip Allan Events provide high quality 
CPD courses for teachers, revision days for students plus a range of online 
seminars. Working with experts in the education field, you are given the 
most up-to-date, relevant information delivered in an accessible and practical 
way.  A day with us will give you the skills and training needed to impact 
teaching and learning in your classroom whilst also giving you a forum to 
discuss and share new ideas with colleagues.

Follow us @PhilipAllanEvts

“Very informative day! Going away with a lot 
of simple and effective ideas which can easily 
be put into practice and require little time to 
set up. Very friendly and engaging speaker – 
everyone got involved!” 

Dominique Latru,  
Barton Peverill College.
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Project Student Guides and Teacher Resource Website

Project Student Guides and Teacher Resource Website
Authors for Levels 1 & 2: Maggie Gardiner and Emma Rogers

Authors for Extended Project: Patrick Walsh-Atkins and Brian Crossland
Developed in partnership with OCR, these accessible student guides and corresponding teacher 
resource websites cover all the relevant skills your students will need to effectively choose, plan, 
develop, realise and present their Levels 1 & 2 and Extended Project outcomes and achieve 
success in the qualification.

Project Student Guides
Levels 1 &2 Project Student Guide 128pp 9781444102284 £12.99

Extended Project Student Guide 128pp 9781444102260 £12.50

Teacher Resource Websites
Levels 1 & 2 Teacher Resource Website  9781444102291 £129.17 + VAT

Extended Project Teacher Resource Website  9781444102277 £129.17 + VAT
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How to order
To place an order you can either photocopy this order form or cut it out and send it back to us. Either way, simply fill in the grid 
below with the title, ISBN and price followed by the number you require. Then fill in the sub total box, add on the P&P (see box 
at the bottom of the page) and write the amount in the Total Payable box. You’ll find the title, ISBN and price information on 
each page of the catalogue.

You then just need to turn over to fill in your details before sending or faxing it back to us.

Inspection/Approval copies
Inspection copies allow you to review texts for up to 60 days; if you choose to purchase 15 or more copies you may keep this 
Inspection copy free of charge. You can also sign up for a digital e-Inspection copy – you get instant access to the whole book 
for 30 days: no returns, no hassle, and it’s good for the environment too. Visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk today. Approval 
copies are for photocopiable and/or high value resources and after 60 days must be paid for or returned. To order an Inspection 
or Approval copy, simply tick the I/A column.

Post and packing
UK educational establishments – firm orders add £3.50. Overseas – please add £5.00 for first item, 
£2.50 for each additional item up to £20.00 maximum.

All prices are correct at the time of printing, but are subject to change at any time.

Postage:

Sub-total:

Total:

Turn over to fill in your details...

I/A Title ISBN Price Qty Sub total
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YOUR DETAILS

UK Schools/Colleges only
 Please send to my school/college with invoice.

I attach my Requisition No. _______________________

Surname  
Initials  
Mr / Mrs / Miss / Ms / Other  

Job Title   
Email 
I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   

I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I
By giving us your email address you are agreeing to sign up to e-updates. We 
will not share your details with any other company. For full details of our Data 
Protection policy please visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk. If you would like to 
opt out of e-updates please tick this box 

Department   
School   
Address  

County / Country    Post Code   

Telephone (for contact in case of query) 

Please fill in all the relevant sections before sending it to the 
address below.

Method of payment
Fill in your name and address and we will send the books / 
resources to you with an invoice. If you would prefer to send 
payment with your order, you can pay by cheque or credit card.

Payment by cheque
 I enclose a cheque/postal order for £   

Please make cheques payable to Bookpoint Ltd.

Payment by Credit Card
Please call our Credit Card telephone hotline: 

+44 (0)1235 827720 or complete the details below:

 Please debit my credit/debit card (please delete as appropriate) 

Credit/Debit Card No:   

Expiry Date:   

Issue No (Switch only):   

Signature:  

Your credit card payment will be charged by Bookpoint Ltd. If 
the registered cardholder address is different from that given 
opposite, please specify address here:

REF NO: 2224111

Please return this order form to the FREEPOST address:

Hodder Education, FREEPOST OF1488, 130 Park Drive, Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 4SE
Tel 01235 827827 • Fax 01235 400401 • Email education@bookpoint.co.uk
International School / Export Trade Orders +44 (0) 20 7873 6299 (fax)
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More Information
Customer Services
Tel: 01235 827 827    Fax: 01235 400401    Email: education@bookpoint.co.uk

To find your local Hodder Education consultant contact Stacey at  
our Head Office on 020 7873 6284 or at Stacey.emery@hodder.co.uk

Try before you buy
Inspection Copies
Inspection copies allow you to review texts for up to  
60 days. If you choose to purchase 15 or more copies  
you may keep this Inspection copy free of charge. 

You can also sign up for a digital e-Inspection copy  
for 30 days at  www.hoddereducation.co.uk. 

Approval Copies
Approval copies are for photocopiable and/or high value 
resources and after 60 days must be paid for or returned.

Dynamic Learning Trials
Schools and Colleges can trial Dynamic Learning free  
of charge. 

There are no hidden catches or obligations and you  
will be able to access all the resources associated with 
the title(s) you are trialling. 

We know it’s important that you evaluate any digital 
resource before you buy it, so you can try Teaching 
and Learning and our eTextbooks free for 30 days, and 
Question Practice free for 14 days.

Visit www.hoddereducation.com/dynamiclearning to 
learn more and trial.

eBooks  e
Titles with this symbol are also available as single 
copy eBooks. These digital versions of our textbooks 
can be read on most devices and are available from 
some or all of the following websites:

Amazon – www.amazon.co.uk

Apple – www.apple.com

Dawsonera – www.dawsonbooks.co.uk

EBL – www.eblib.com

Ebooks.com – www.ebooks.com

Ebrary – www.ebrary.com/corp

Education Umbrella – www.educationumbrella.com

Foyles – ebooks.foyles.co.uk

Google – play.google.com

Kobo – store.kobobooks.com

Myilibrary – www.myilibrary.com

Netlibrary – www.netlibrary.com

Overdrive – www.overdrive.com

RM Books – www.rmbookshelf.com

Sony – gb.readerstore.sony.com

Txtr – gb.txtr.com

Waterstones – www.waterstones.com
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Learn more
Visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk for more information about our resources, including 
tables of contents, author biographies and sample pages, and to request Inspection or 
e-Inspection copies.

Get in touch!
If you have any questions or would like to place an order please contact our dedicated 
Customer Service team on 01235 827827 or email education@bookpoint.co.uk

This catalogue has been printed by Acorn Press Swindon Limited.
All production systems are registered to ISO 9001:2008 Quality
Management Standard and ISO 14001:2004 Environmental
Management Standard.
Acorn Press holds Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and
Programme for the Endorsement of Forestry Certification (PEFC)
Chain of Custody Certificates.
Please recycle when you have finished with this catalogue. ISBN: 9781471851308
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